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A figure who has over the past year has commanded the
cultural sphere within the Midlands, nineteen97 is an artist
who, thanks to his expertise in a plethora of fields within
the visual arts and entrepreneurial spaces, approaches
creation with a curatorial mindset. Aiming to build on the

groundwork from modern giants within his orbit,
nineteen97 is utilising his own music output to help define

his area as one of the world’s most rapidly ascending
cultural hubs; inviting a diverse range of talent from local
surroundings and worldwide to build unique, but no less

incendiary cuts of forward thinking rap music. 
 

His music has had editorial support from all major DSP's
including Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon +44 & Youtube
Music & has also been playlisted as BBC 1Xtra Track Of

The Week.
 

nineteen97 most recently performed on the Notion stage
at The Great Escape festival, will perform on the main

stage at MADE fest in the Midlands in July & at the BBC
1Xtra Common Wealth Games closing event in August.
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In less than a year since debut single "I Got" was released, nineteen97 has
already secured playlist support from the following major DSP platforms;

https://music.apple.com/playlist/pl.2b0e6e332fdf4b7a91164da3162127b5
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nineteen97 was made the face of Youtube Music's Underground Grime playlist on the release of the "CHROME" EP (March 2021)



@GetEmFromKam store opening party. Image: @by.benlister for B.E.A.M CHROME Birmingham (OCt 2021). Image: @digitalstretch
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nineteen97 has also gained strong support from both national & community radio stations, including those on the left.

"It is mad! So mad. So mad but so calm at the same time" 
-Sir Spyro

"Woosh! Rap, Grime all tied up in one. How mad does this sound
slamming through your radio?!" 

- Ellie Prohan
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the following platforms have contributed to press support for all four of nineteen97's releases to date.

https://www.instagram.com/nostalgia9t9/?hl=en


https://trenchtrenchtrench.com/features/exclusive-nineteen97-keri-hilson
https://www.thepitldn.com/pitnews/the-evolution-of-nineteen97-12-months-later
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ruIGOsMtbs
https://trenchtrenchtrench.com/features/why-i-rate-ninenteen97
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